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Yucatan Hair 
Helpful pre appointment information

Two weeks before the wedding 
Visit your trusted stylist at home for color touchups and final trims.Remove the ends that need trimming maintain as 
much length as possible.Apply glossing and clear transparent semi permanent colors over your usual color for a radiant 
shine that protects against the sun and the elements here in Mexico.Purchase a good 
quality salon shampoo and conditioner for your trip and use religiously before you leave 
and while in Mexico.

Day before the wedding
Enjoy the beautiful surroundings chill by the pool have some great Mexican 
food.Shampoo you hair the evening before the wedding, use the shampoo and 
conditioner you purchased at home.I will make suggestions for great products i 
recommend from past experience.Apply products to control hair in humid climates 
such as Moroccan oil or any other serum but in small quantities.Mix serums with some 
mousse and apply throughout the hair evenly using a large wide tooth comb you can 
scoop the product from your hand using the comb and then comb into the hair this 
insures even application.Blow dry or style as usual your hair is now ready for your appointment the next day.Make a 
call to the front desk or arrange with the wedding planner to pass on details that two stylists from Yucatan Hair will be 
arriving to provide hair and makeup services.
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Yucatan Hair 
Helpful appointment day information

Day of the wedding.
Hopefully you have had a good night sleep.Yucatan hair will have taken care of all the details as regards time of 
arrival at the hotel to start the wedding party.Lots of email communication is key to planning your 
appointment and insures everything runs to time and you have a stress free memorable day from start to 
finish.We as stylists allow 60 mins per appointment in general.

This can vary as complexity of style, numbers involved and other factors can extend or shorten each 
appointment.Generally we tend to style the bride towards the middle of the session so she is not ready too 
early but still has lots of time to get dressed and can still enjoy the company of the rest of the wedding 
party.We will apply airbrush makeup complete hair and fit any flowers or hair accessories as needed if we can 
help in any other way please do ask we there to help its the brides day she is the centre of attention for the day.

Each lady having hair services on the day should arrive with shampooed and fully dry hair and styled the day 
before.The hair has relaxed and will have enough product integrated to reactivate during the styling session on 
the day of the wedding giving the best results.

On the morning of your wedding, skip the lotions, toners or any products that will be between your skin and 
your makeup before you get your wedding makeup done. This step will help your makeup adhere to your skin 
better with less chance of slippage when you start to get hot and sweat, because there is a fine line between a 
sweaty shine and a dewy glow. Be sure to let your makeup artist know about your skin concerns so that they 
may use additional products if necessary to help achieve the best application. At any time when you do start to 
sweat or cry, never wipe anything off your face because your wedding makeup will just go right off with it; 
instead blot, blot, blot. 

Avoid the temptation to apply pressed or loose powder to absorb shine because you will only cake on the 
powder, so use blotting sheets (oil absorbing papers) which are the best way to eliminate shine and not smudge 
your makeup.Please bring you own lipstick.Having you own lipstick will allow you to reapply the same color 
throughout the day.We will apply any appropriate products and integrate them into your makeup.

Sometimes even adding the simplest efforts to your routine can help your skin look more luminous; like 
drinking eight glasses of water daily, cutting back on caffeine and alcohol consumption, not stressing out about 
the little wedding planning details before your big day and getting plenty of rest the week of will help your skin 
glow and allow your wedding makeup artist to make you into the beautiful blushing bride.
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Mexican 
Weddings

additional information 

Check with your wedding planner or with the hotel directly as to their policy 
regarding outside vendors.Some hotels do not allow outside vendors some do 
and in most cases their policies range from not flexible to very flexible.In some 
cases we have found that when the bride or groom have raised the issue the 
hotel in many cases drop the charge in favor of keeping the bridal party and in 
particular the bride on side.Better to get a good review for the hotel than risk 
stressing the bride before the wedding and creating some unhappy guests.Some 
of the hotels do have salons and spas that do provide hair and makeup services 
however the general consensus is that the language barrier and lack of 
experience will make for a less than desirable results.

Another notable issue is that none of the hotel salon or spas provide airbrush 
makeup services.We have found that this can be a powerful bargaining tool when 
a wedding party is trying to have the hotel reduce or drop the outside vendor 
fees.When the bridal party highlights the lack of a particular service offered by 
the hotel such as airbrush makeup they are forced to allow vendors in that can 
provide the service.

Provide as much detail to your wedding planner or the reception staff as possible 
the day before relating to our arrival.Tell them Michael & Martina from 
Yucatanhair will be arriving for hair and makeup services and mention the arrival 
time arranged between the bride and your stylists.

We have secured the help of some other like minded and talented stylists to help 
with larger wedding parties.If you have a wedding party of 8 of more please do 
ask for rates and availability with larger parties such as this we can provide 4 
stylists.

Looking forward to meeting you on the day of your wedding 

Thank you for considering Yucatan Hair.

www.yucatanhair.com

hairenquiry@gmail.com
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